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1 INTRODUCTION

Authoritarianism is of growing interest to liberal democracies despite being a traditional concept. To be sure, many

dictatorial societies are characterized by authoritarian features, not least by those of their leaders. The concept of

authoritarianism, however, does not confine its scope to those societies but has also been applied to analyses of

the West, and discussion at the latter level is indeed much more important for us in self-critical terms. In addition,

issues involving the political pathology have not been discussed sufficiently at the level of everyday life in liberal

democracies. It appears that some pivotal aspects of authoritarianism have long been overlooked and even underap-

preciated. In fact, while scholars have spotlighted the concept in relation to political structures chiefly in the Second

and Third World (Albertus & Menaldo, 2018; Bieber, 2019; Bunce et al., 2010; Collier, 1979; Diamond et al., 2016;

Frankenberg, 2020; Frantz, 2018; Heydemann, 1999; Jalal, 1995; Karakoç, 2015; Levitsky & Way, 2010; Marquez,

2017; O’Donnell, 1988; Smith, 1989; Tang, 2016), they have not paid enough attention to its conceptual relevance in

relation to those in the FirstWorld (Berberoglu, 2021; Brown et al., 2018; Canterbury, 2019).1 This seems due to the

lack of a deeper appreciation of the meaning of the concept in the dimensions of capitalism and market economy, in

which authoritarianism emerges as market mechanisms, especially as labor market andworkplace authoritarianism.

Erich Fromm (1900−1980) is an archetypal scholar who best illuminates issues of market economy in terms of

authoritarianism and does so by combining his distinctive characterological theories. According to Fromm, narcissism

is functioning inmarket society and becomes a negative factor in democracy (Fromm, 1964, 1971 [1947]; see Sakurai,

2018a, 2020, 2021). In addition, it is, says Fromm (2004 [1961]), intertwined with the free market capitalist function

of alienation, a pathological social phenomenon wherein human beings are made objects of a system and the latter

thereby turns into a subject called “capital” (Marx, 2004 [1844]; see Sakurai, 2018b, 2021).2 In order to observe the

depth of some connotations of authoritarianism in liberal democracies, it is necessary to look into the mechanisms of

narcissism and alienation, and thereby identify the main implications of the authoritarian orientation, a pathological

character structure that has been applied primarily to outline theNazi orientation, particularlywith the aid of Fromm’s
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2 SAKURAI

contributions (Fromm, 1941, 1984; seeMcLaughlin, 1996). On the basis of this research concern, this article attempts

to fathom out the key elements of the social pathologies of liberal democracy in terms of the concept, thereby detect-

ing the essence of what has not yet been deciphered with respect to Fromm’s issues of narcissism and alienation: eco-

nomic and political narcissism. It then seeks to reveal labor market authoritarianism andworkplace authoritarianism.

First, I will seek the essence of Fromm’s conceptions of narcissism and alienation in socio-pathological terms.

Second, I will put forward the two concepts of economic narcissism and political narcissism, thereby exposing the

nature of authoritarianism in light of the market mechanism. Finally, I will, referring to Fromm’s basic theoretical

framework of authoritarianism, attempt to define the possible theoretical impact of economic and political narcissism

on economic life.

2 A FROMMIAN THEORY OF NARCISSISM IN AN AUTHORITARIAN DIMENSION

In Fromm’s (1971 [1947]) social theory, narcissism is a “character structure” that seeks to indulge one’s narcissistic

desires as a matter of first priority in a way that takes advantage of others, therefore seen in the same line as

“selfishness” (pp. 119−133). The focal point of Fromm’s (1971 [1947]) conception of narcissism is that, based on this

character feature, it comes into being as “social narcissism,” the functions of which pertain to society and its socioe-

conomic structure on a socio-pathological level (see Sakurai, 2021, pp. 8−9). The conception, therefore, incorporates

a character structure in a social dimension, that is to say society’s “narcissistic character structure” (Sakurai, 2021, p.

21; see Fromm, 1971 [1947], pp. 69−88). Social narcissism works in conjunction with the “marketing orientation” in a

freemarket society (Fromm, 1980 [1979]; see Sakurai, 2021, pp. 8−13)—this concept will be explained below.

Another important point concerning Fromm’s (1962 [1956]) social theory of narcissism is that in his psychoana-

lytic theory, its character feature is deemed the antonym of “self-love” in line with selfishness (p. 60). Self-love therein

denotes a character orientation that enables one to love oneself (Fromm, 1941, p. 116, 1962 [1956], pp. 57−63, 1964,

pp. 97−101). In this regard, these twopsychoanalytic concepts have their respective political functions: self-love leads

a society to be democratic on the one hand, but narcissism can rather be a factor in instigating a fascist politics on the

other (Sakurai, 2018a, p. 193, 2020, p. 184, 2021, pp. 16−17). In addition, the two social psychologies, narcissism and

fascism, evolve dialectically in contemporary narcissistic society (Sakurai, 2018a, p. 193, 2021, pp. 18−19). This indi-

cates that human beings achieve a genuine democracy only when succeeding in inaugurating political change based

on self-love, while they end up falling into fascismwhen failing to successfully overcome narcissism and cultivate self-

love, and instead develop authoritarian needs. However, it is extremely difficult for contemporary people to undergo

the former path in Frommian terms since contemporary society, their living place, pivots on narcissism. Indeed, a nar-

cissistic character structure reinforces the capitalist economy underpinning the free market mechanism and bringing

about the social pathology of alienation, a socio-pathological phenomenonwherein human beings come into existence

as objects of products in the capitalist system when it evolves its own mechanism. In Fromm’s (1962 [1956]) social

theory, narcissism contributes to themechanisms of alienation, and these social pathologies therefore operate in con-

junction with each other; this is indeed why Fromm requires human beings to curb and surmount their own desires

resting on narcissism (pp. 118−121; Fromm, 1964, p. 90).

Fromm’s conception of alienation, an idea that he absorbed exclusively from Marx (Fromm, 2004 [1961]; see Lio,

1989;Marx, 1992 [1867], 2004 [1844]), is associatedparticularlywith his unique concept of “marketing orientation” in

a social dimension (Fromm, 1971 [1947]; see Sakurai, 2018, Chap. 6, sect. 6.3.2.3; Sakurai, 2021, pp. 14−16). The con-

cept denotes a character structure in which one experiences “oneself as a commodity and . . . one’s value as exchange

value,” and which arises under a free market economic system (Fromm, 1971 [1947], p. 68). In this orientation, one

finds it most important to sell oneself as a commodity at the highest possible price through undertaking the role that

“I am as you desire me” (Fromm, 1971 [1947], pp. 72−73). It is contemporary people’s essential attitude, necessary

to live in contemporary society built on a free market mechanism, that enables their society to function under the

mechanism. In the society,which is runby theorientation, everything is determinedbypeople’s preferences evincedby

the freemarket; the character structure and themarketmechanism functionally affect, and are affectedby, eachother.
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SAKURAI 3

TABLE 1 The character structure of economic narcissism in Frommian terms (modified tab. 6.1, Sakurai, 2018a, p.
191).

Negative forms of humanity

and system

Orientations Semantic meanings of the orientations

Humanity in the sense of

narcissism

Narcissistic orientation Exploitation of others

Humanity in the sense of

self-love

Self-love orientation Productive work
(working together with others)

Liberal democracy Marketing orientation Alienation
(human beings as labor power and their

dependence onmachines and products)

In Fromm’s theoretical framework, the socio-pathological phenomenon of alienation is stimulated by the market-

ing orientation, which buttresses the functions of a free market society in which people’s way of life is characterized

by the “havingmode,” the individual’s and society’s character feature that drives itself to increase “property” as amat-

ter of first priority (Fromm, 2011 [1976]), p. 58), whereby they are allowed to focus particular attention on increasing

property. In addition, the marketing orientation works together with the free market economic system founded on

capitalism, a socioeconomicmechanism that induces the pathological social phenomenon. Themost salient character-

istic of the orientation is depicted by one’s burning desires to be liked by others and thereby to take a passive position

that determines one’s decisions and actions according to others’ preferences, which is due to the fact that one’s own

value depends heavily upon the desires, and also by those to put a lot of energies into having private property and

thereby to try to satisfy oneself in the dimension of private life (Fromm, 1971 [1947], pp. 72−82, 2011 [1976], pp.

57−63; see Sakurai, 2018a, pp. 171−176, 2021, pp. 14−16). This is precisely what Fromm’s conception of alienation

signifies on the level of actual life.

2.1 Economic narcissism

In Fromm’s social theory, especially in terms of the fusion of narcissism and alienation, it is possible to discern the

socio-pathological functions of narcissism in an economic sense. This is a sure sign of the existence of a narcissistic

character structure that plays an important role in selling oneself at the highest possible price through taking advan-

tage of others so that one may be liked by others under the systems of a free market economy, that is to say economic

narcissism (Sakurai, 2018b, p. 150, 2021, p. 185, 189). Fromm argues that the free market itself depends heavily upon

narcissism, people’s desire to justify the free market mechanism, and upon alienation, a social pathology induced by

the freemarket systembased on capitalism. Under these conditions, narcissism socio-pathologically functions in favor

of alienation.

The economic sense of narcissism can be depicted as seen in Table 1. Humanity in a negative sense, meaning nar-

cissism, possesses its own character structure. Narcissism as a character structure essentially performs its functions

in a way that exploits others. Humanity in the opposite sense of narcissism is self-love, a “productive orientation” that

makes one work productively and constructively with others, meaning “productive work,” as Fromm calls it (See, e.g.,

Fromm, 1941, p. 23, 1971 [1947], p. 45). “Productive activity” enables one to interact with others on the basis of one’s

capacity to relate oneself to others (love) and “reach to the essence of things and processes” (reason) (Fromm, 1971

[1947], p. 102, 2011 [1976], p. 74). Society, however, does not undergo this productive process so long as its charac-

ter structure hinges upon the narcissistic orientation. Indeed, liberal democracy is structured by the orientation and

therefore supports, and is supported by, alienation—whereby human beings become objects of capital called labor

power through coming to depend uponmachines and products—byway of the exploitation of others.
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4 SAKURAI

TABLE 2 The character structure of political narcissism in Frommian terms (modified tab. 6.1, Sakurai, 2018a, p.
191).

Negative forms of politics Orientations Semantic meanings of the

orientations

Chauvinism Narcissistic orientation Exploitation of others

Fascism Authoritarian orientation Sadomasochistic symbiosis
(dependence on others)
Necrophilia (destructiveness)

With regard to the reasons for the emergence of a political system underpinning the character structure of

economic narcissism, Fromm (1956 [1955]) articulates the characterological transformation from the “hoarding

orientation” into the “receptive orientation” in the 20th century (Chap. 5). The central pillar of his discussion is that,

while the former orientation had been intertwined with the “exploitive orientation” in the 19th century, the latter

orientation rather became intertwined with the “marketing orientation” in the 20th century. Quite interestingly,

Fromm (1956 [1955]) herein sheds light on the fact that, when capitalism burgeoned, it became more sophisticated

through transferring people’swayof living fromhoarding things on a simple exploitive level to “receiv[ing] . . . drink[ing]

in . . . [and] hav[ing] something new all the time” on amarketing level (p. 136). This shows precisely that people evolved

narcissism to a large extent between the 19th and 20th centuries, and society has thereby come to rest firmly on its

character structure, which has allowed them to be devoted to having new things, for which purpose they have needed

market society as well as themarketing orientation.

2.2 Political narcissism

In Fromm’s social theory, it is also possible to discern the political functions of narcissism, in which people pathologi-

cally depend upon each other in order to gratify their own sadomasochistic desires. This sense of narcissism is called

political narcissism (Sakurai, 2018b, p. 150, 2020, p. 185, 189). In a political structure buttressed by narcissism, that

is in a political society resting on a political form of narcissism, people capitalize on each other’s strengths by being

pathologically related to one another solely for exploitative purposes, thereby gratifying their ownneeds and inducing

a pathological politics. Under these conditions, people are allowed to care exclusively about themselves and indeed act

so as tobe likedbyothers through taking advantageof others, and social narcissism therebyadversely affects thepolit-

ical functions of democracy. On this basis, society foments malignant narcissism as people thereunder do essentially

want to think of themselves as being somehow better than others. This pathological desire emerges as an extension

of their narcissistic needs. Moreover, it can occasionally become related to an authoritarian politics that masochisti-

cally relies upon a charismatic political leader who promises life satisfaction to people under conditions wherein they

lost “primary bonds” (Fromm, 1941, p. 36; see Sakurai, 2021, pp. 18−19). In short, the society is bound to develop an

authoritarian social structure by means of malignant narcissism and also by means of sadomasochistic symbiosis and

necrophilia bolstering authoritarianism (Fromm, 1964, 1973).3

Political narcissism is structuredas canbe seen inTable2. It comes intoexistenceandbecomesvisible in thepolitical

arena while most often inciting chauvinistic political movements that are later to be related to a fascist politics. Polit-

ical narcissism, however, does not necessarily thrive as chauvinism or provoke fascism, or rather, it does always lodge

in politics in ordinary forms, thereby taking invisible shapes, but those political movements nowadays rely essentially

upon the narcissistic orientation. This type of narcissism is generally obscured by democratic practice built on the free

marketmechanism, especially in liberal democracies. In otherwords, this kind of democratic politics immanently inter-

nalizes the narcissistic orientation, which means that fascism is nowadays functionally backed up by the orientation

bracing liberal democracy. Our politics keeps being predicated upon the social conditions of a free market economy
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SAKURAI 5

TABLE 3 The two-dimensional character structure of economic and political narcissism in Frommian terms
(modified tab. 6.1, Sakurai, 2018a, p. 191).

Negative forms of humanity

and political system

Orientations Semantic meanings of the

orientations

Humanity in the sense of

narcissism

Narcissistic orientation Exploitation of others

Liberal democracy Marketing orientation Alienation
(human beings as labor power

and their dependence on
machines and products)

Fascism Authoritarian orientation Sadomasochistic symbiosis
(dependence on others)
Necrophilia (destructiveness)

unless transforming its own character structure from a narcissistic orientation to a self-love orientation, as the mar-

keting orientation, on which liberal democracy is resting, is always formed from the narcissistic character structure.

Fascist movements in liberal democracies emanate from those social conditions. In a Frommian theory of political

narcissism, authoritarian movements therefore arise as combined with the marketing orientation and a difference

between the authoritarian and marketing character structures is made solely in the sense that the former depends

largely upon human beings, while the latter depends to a large extent upon things—primarily upon machines and

products. To put it differently, these are completely the same in the functional sense of their pathological dependence

and purpose of achieving objectives by exploiting environments, that is in the semantic meaning of narcissism. For

these reasons, liberal-democratic fascism is indeed structurally intertwinedwith the narcissistic character structure.

2.3 The two-dimensional character structure of economic narcissism and political
narcissism

If we see both the character structures of economic and political narcissism from a dual perspective, then we can

expect things to emerge as in Table 3. In terms of the narcissistic character structure, liberal democracy and fascism

are herein construed in the same line. The marketing orientation partakes of some essential aspects of authoritari-

anism, since in liberal democracies the authoritarian and marketing characters are both founded on the narcissistic

orientation.

In this light, liberal democracy internalizes the fascist, authoritarian orientation, though it is essentially sepa-

rate from fascist types of political systems. Or, more accurately, in those societies, the authoritarian and marketing

orientations cannot work without the character structure of narcissism, an orientation at the individual and social

levels that drives itself to take advantage of others for the purpose of achieving objectives. If this is true, then the

sadomasochistic orientation is inevitably involved in exploiting others in liberal democracies, in which people are all

forced to care exclusively about their own market value on which they subsist. For this reason, in liberal democracy,

sadomasochism emerges from the social conditions of alienation, even though the latter does not originate in the

authoritarian orientation.4

3 THE THEORETICAL IMPACT OF ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL NARCISSISM

What inferences does a Frommian theory of economic narcissism suggest from a socio-theoretical perspective?What

theoretical impact does the theorymake on social and political theory?Oneof themost remarkable socio-pathological

features that is discernible in the theory is the fact that fascism pertains to the social conditions of contemporary
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6 SAKURAI

free market society. In a mechanism in which a fascist politics is expected to emerge under the conditions of free

market capitalism, narcissism works in conjunction with alienation while inducing authoritarian needs entailing sado-

masochistic symbiosis and necrophilia. In liberal democracies, however, this type of pathological politics does not

simply betoken thepolitical formof a state or a government as a result of politicalmobilization. In the systemsof liberal

democracy, it signifies instead everyday-life lessons disciplined by time and property, namely “contemporary disci-

plined, workaday daily life” (Sakurai, 2018a, p. 192). Under this social condition, fascistmovements therefore thrive as

labor market authoritarianism, in which human beings as labor power are completely operated by its sadomasochistic

political power in conjunctionwith the functions of alienation, andasworkplace authoritarianism, bywhich they are con-

fined to disciplined, workaday daily life. They thereby become more and more dependent on machines and products

while fostering narcissism as people’s unconscious desires to underpin the freemarket and its essential mechanisms.

3.1 Labor market authoritarianism

Labor market authoritarianism can be discerned in the labor market in terms of a “Frommian social theory of narcis-

sism” (Sakurai, 2020, 2021), specifically in termsof economic andpolitical narcissism. This is developedby themarket’s

arbitrary desire to satisfy its own economic narcissism in an authoritarianmanner. People are herein quite narcissistic

and seeking to take advantage of others unconsciouslywhile contributing tomaintaining the framework of themarket,

and they can only thereby live properly. This is because their society’s systems of liberal democracy require them to

subsist on themarketing orientation through hinging onmachines and products, that is to become labor power. In this

social condition, the labor market comes to exhibit its own arbitrary needs, built on the unconscious sadomasochistic

desires to wrest control of others and to feel powerful by transferring one’s weakness to authority. It thereby displays

authoritarian character features according to its own sadomasochistic needs. As such, the labor market is inherently

authoritarian and reveals its own raison d’être solely by way of authoritarianism, or rather, the raison d’être of the

market is showcased by its authoritarianmechanismper se. In short, the labormarket is an exemplar of socioeconomic

mechanisms that are operating by means of the two-dimensional character structure of economic and political nar-

cissism, wherein the market absorbs and exploits people’s discipline for its own advantage, while the labor works by

taking advantage of others in order to sell oneself at the highest possible price in the market. Meanwhile, both sides

are sadomasochistically turning on each other, thereby strengthening the relation between them in functional terms.

With regard to the quality of the contemporary market, it is believed that almost everywhere in liberal societies,

especially in neoliberal ones, the market itself is in effect under the control of major world and international cor-

porate groups—transnational corporations (TNCs) or multinational companies—particularly of major world fund

and investment banking groups (Carroll, 2010; Hathaway, 2020; Plehwe et al., 2006; Robinson, 2014; Robinson &

Sprague-Silgado, 2018).5 This indicates that the vast majority of workers in liberal democracies as the global work-

force belong in someway to these corporations and are necessarily entangled in their corporate governance, whether

consciously or unconsciously, thereby masochistically holding up those companies and their governance. This reveals

the important fact that the market is in reality not operated by the law of demand and supply, but rather by TNCs’

needs and preferences (Robinson, 2004, 2014; Robinson & Sprague-Silgado, 2018). It is presumed that under this

arbitrary market condition, liberal democracy becomes oligarchic rather than democratic, that is to say, it transforms

itself from democracy, a political rule of people’s power (democrats), to oligarchy, a rule of certain groups’ (TNCs’)

power (oligarchs) (Gottfried, 2019; Pabst, 2019; Paić, 2020). Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to resist this kind

of oligarchic politics because many/most of the contemporary workers as insiders are associated to a certain extent

with TNCs’ corporate governance while asymmetrically positioned within the international territory of their politics

(Carroll, 2010; Robinson, 2004, 2014). Significantly, these facts illustrate precisely why it is possible to observe some

authoritarian, pathological functions even in the contemporary market mechanism. As such, it is assumed that the

labormarket is also running oligarchically in the sameway.
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SAKURAI 7

3.2 Workplace authoritarianism

The above analysis demonstrates that the labormarket is intrinsically authoritarian. It is presumed, therefore, that the

workplace functions in the same way. Contemporary people are constrained, particularly by the labor market, to live

in the same rhythmeveryday, for the freemarket, anchored in capital, calls for their strong discipline in order that they

may keepworking in a specific rhythm of time that themarket demands. Fromm says:

In industrial society time rules supreme. The currentmode of production demands that every action be

exactly “timed,” that not only the endless assembly line conveyor belt but, in a less crude sense, most of

our activities be ruled by time. In addition, time not only is time, “time is money.” The machine must be

used maximally; therefore the machine forces its own rhythm upon the worker (Fromm, 2011 [1976],

p. 104).

Under this social condition, people attempt to discipline themselves in accordance with what “time” requires. Every-

thing in theworkplace is transformed according towhat the “mode of production” demands based on themechanisms

of time. Asmentioned above, the labormarket functions in evincing its authoritarian needswhich emanate fromTNCs’

and the labor force’s sadomasochistic desires. From this point of view, the mechanism of workplace is immensely

affected by labor market authoritarianism, particularly in a way that slakes its economic–narcissistic desires. In this

context, people’s lives are largely standardized in the sense of their daily working quality in light of discipline, regard-

less of the genres of “jobs.”6 In this way, in a liberal democracy, their lives become intensively disciplined by time and

property, thus giving rise to “contemporary disciplined, workaday daily life.” For this reason, they are compelled to

predicate their own lives exclusively upon the workplace, the base of their lives, as well as upon the labor market,

the place to define their total value in a way that fulfils the authoritarian needs, and they can never be free from this

kind of life determined by theworkplace as their superior. The people are therefore bound to becomemasochistic and

satiate their own narcissistic needs solely by satisfying the desiderata of workplace authoritarianism. Unfortunately,

however, they are largely oblivious to what the workplace requires them to do on a social level, despite the fact that it

unexpectedly brings them to destruction.

As such, the political form of liberal democracy rather consists of an authoritarian character structure in which

people sadomasochistically depend upon each other in the mechanisms of narcissistic exploitation and of the labor

market. The political system therebyworksmore rationally in the capitalist freemarketmechanism. In other words, in

a liberal democracy, authoritarianism thrives not only in a political dimension but also in economic and everyday-life

dimensions, especially in the labor market and workplace. On the latter level, however, it is difficult to discern author-

itarian social elements; as on a social level people generally live under democratic conditions that are simply deemed

the opposite of authoritarian/fascist types of political conditions. In the social context of liberal democracy, the main

problem is therefore that authoritarian orientations are indiscernible in society’s and people’s liberal democratic

practice. For this reason, it is enormously important to attempt to detect the sources of the orientations under social

conditions of liberal democracy.

4 CONCLUSION

As we saw above, Fromm’s conception of narcissism inherently internalizes the philosophical and socio-theoretical

concept of alienation, therefore fulfilling its functions in a socio-theoretical dimension rather than in a simple psycho-

analytic dimension. From this perspective, it is possible to define two kinds of narcissism on a socio-theoretical level:

economic narcissism, predicated upon the marketing orientation; and political narcissism, built on the authoritarian

orientation. These two social pathologies are inextricably interwoven with each other in the way in which authoritar-

ian needs are rather provoked by a marketing character structure, from which perspective it is possible to perceive
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8 SAKURAI

authoritarianism even in the freemarket economic sphere. In this respect, liberal democracy is associated to a greater

or lesser degree with authoritarian/fascist movements, that is with authoritarian character structures that can be a

solid basis for fascism (Fromm, 1941, 1964; see Sakurai, 2020).

The cardinal socio-theoreticalmeaningof fascism in liberal democracy is preciselyworkplaceauthoritarianismrest-

ing on labor market authoritarianism, an authoritarian character structure that forces human beings as labor power

to discipline themselves in a sadomasochistic way that compels them to accept whatever the free market mechanism

demands, of which structure it is extremely difficult for them to get rid. Perhaps one of themost effective solutions to

those pathologies of liberal democracy is to offer resistance to these kinds of authoritarian oppressions in seemingly

democratic practice.7 In this light, democracy rather comes into being as a “rebellious act” (Pausch, 2017, 2019), par-

ticularly as a continual effort to break free from authoritarian constraints that warrant the pathological mechanisms

of workplace and labormarket authoritarianism in the name of democracy.

ENDNOTES
1 Interestingly, attention to First-World countries in terms of the concept of authoritarianism is almost entirely about

neoliberalism.
2Fromm is adequately considered a theorist of “alienation” when the scholarly aspect of his being a social theorist is empha-

sized, for his social theory in the tradition of Karl Marx is characterized entirely by the theoretical ingredient (Lio, 1989;

Musto, 2010). This is depicted precisely by his assertion that, “[i]n the nineteenth century the problemwas that God is dead;

in the twentieth century the problem is that man is dead” (Fromm, 1956 [1955], p. 360), which captures the essence of

the semantic scope of alienation, a socio-pathological concept that is derived from the disciplines of philosophy and social

theory, particularly from Marx (Fromm, 2004 [1961]; see Lio, 1989). Socio-theoretical works that seek to illuminate and

renew our understanding of Fromm’s Marxist tradition have gradually appeared, particularly since the mid-2010s (Braune,

2014; Braune & Durkin, 2020; Durkin, 2014; Lio, 1989; Peters, 2016; Sakurai, 2018a, 2020, 2021; Thorpe, 2016; Wilde,

2004). In addition, it is possible to discern a certain number of publications that tackle Fromm’s philosophical and socio-

theoretical topic of alienation from any other perspectives (e.g., Brookfield, 2002; Fessen, 1993; Funk, 2008; Smith, 2002;

Wozniak, 2000). It is noteworthy that, especially since the mid-2010s, issues of the critical theorist Fromm have gradually

been spotlighted (Braune, 2014; Deguchi, 2015; Durkin, 2014; Sakurai, 2018a, 2020).
3 I stress that authoritarianism is not just a matter of “orientation,” but rather that of political needs (see Sakurai, 2021, p. 13).

In this respect, too, a modification of Fromm’s theory is necessary to analyze our society and its actual issues accurately by

means of its application—it goes without saying that this is because he theorized about mid-20th-century phenomena, and

therefore because the theory does not work properly for 21st century phenomena per se.
4 In reality, sadomasochism is not solely a matter of orientation, but also that of need which appears everywhere, according

to individual and social necessity. In this light, it is a matter of degree and our focus should therefore be on how to avoid

developing that, rather than on fixed character structures as such, and there exists no exception to this rule—hence, this is

similarly applicable to authoritarianism and fascism, but the core issues will be the proportion of orientation to need in the

concept and the way in which they work together. Unarguably, extreme inflexibility that autistically rejects such a serious

critical call, which is tangibly discernible in themainstream of Fromm research, does unwittingly undermine its raison d’être.
5The “transnational capitalist class” (TCC) is of particular interest in this issue (Carroll, 2010; Robinson, 2004; Robinson and

Sprague-Silgado, 2018; Sklair, 2001).
6On this, it is worth noting that the term “job” signifies “piece of work,” which delineates themodern phenomenon of “division

of labor,” particularly in manufacturing processes, wherein workers do respectively different jobs, while they all work in the

same rhythm. This may illuminate our understanding of Fromm’s issue of time.
7 It seems to me that the idea of “workplace democracy” is not at all sufficient for this objective in the sense that it confines

issues to the “workplace” in the literal sense of the word and is vaguely aware that the authoritarian force is a structural

problem that emanates from international bonds betweenTNCs (Beirne&Ramsay, 2018 [1992];Nightingale, 1982; Yeoman,

2014).
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